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1. Introduction 

The phonon Boltzmann equation (~BE) has, in general, the forro 
of a nonlinear integro-differential equation 111 and usually doee 
not allow an exact treatment. The number of solvable modele is very 
limited, and they are based on rather drastlc assumptions about the 
collision integral. We mention the instructive Claro-Wannier model 
describing relaxation of acouatic phonons towarda equilibrium due 
to anharmonlc interactiona /2/. In this lecture we ahall consider 
another mechaniam of relaxatiun which provides the Bolvable PBE, 
namely. the relaxation due to the ecattering of aCoustic phonons 
by iaotopic impurities. Tbis idea comes irom recent experimente on 
the ballistic phonon propagatiQn in monocrystals at 10w temperatu
res. The samplee used were so large and 80 e~emieelly and atructuràl
ly perfeet that phonone felt isotopic impurities as main scatterers 
13/. Then. it Beema quite resonable to consider the mode1 in which 
phonons in their relaxation process are scattered only by isotopic 
impurities (strictly epeaking, only by mess differencea) 14,5/. 

2. The model 

The object under consideration is a phonon gas in an anisot
ropie homogeneóus elastic continuum. Now phonona are equivalent to 
aound wave quanta of l..requenc ies (,.:) ( r j ) = IkI C ( f: j.) , wi th 
sound veloci ties C ( k i.) de pend í ng , in general, on a wave-vector 

<f ~ __I ~ 
direction given by the uni t vector k = k I k'l • and on the 
phonon branch index J . We shall consider two kinds of the dia
turbaneee of the phonon distribution: one which retains symmetry of 
the eyetem and the other one which lowers it. In both the casea the 
epace homogeneity is assumed. The re1axation of phonon distribution 
function N( tj ; t) ia governed by PBE of the form 

d N -'-+\ V- (4/ ~II -) ~I -') ) 

d-t C <Jd:) = (2 ri)!. f j dk --w- (kJ;k}) 'R co c. k/) - w ( kJ) 

[ N(k/J-",t) - N( kJ; t )] 
(1 ) 
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where ~ ia the volume of a unit cell. The probability per unit 
time, ~ , that phonon ia acattered elaatically from a k} -atate 
into a k/Jr -state for the aample with randomly distributed iaoto
pic impuritiea of amall concentration W8a calculated by Klemena /6/ 
(e ee also /5/) 

~I ~ --'lI,..... ~ -I ~ ~ t 2..
 
W(k{;k~) = ~~ wck/)(A)CkJ) le(~t)· eCkJ) )
 

(2 ) 
.' 

where e- ie the normalized polarization vector --+ -"> 12. =D(le<kJ) 

Here ~ = ~ t f t. ( i - 11't.~ ! 11'1..-) z, where f i. Ls a fraction 
of uni t cella wi th the maas "W\- t: and '1'1'\.. ia the averaged 
maas of the uni t cell, '1'\'1. -= 2: t f~ '\'n t: • Let ua note tha t 
i~ the case of low-energy phonons the formula (2) is valià also for 
multiatomic crystala. Here we would like to atress that scattering 
of high-energy phonons allowe only the numerical treatment /4,5/. 

In the syatem described by (1) the total energy as well as the 
total number of phonons are conserved. Moreover, the energy of an 
individual phonon acattered elaetically by a mass defect is conser

.,....,. ":"'>1 
ved, i.e. w(kJ)= c.oc k d() == G:) • Thus the number of 
phonone with given energy ~~ is a180 conetant. We can then 
label tte long -wave phonon ~y i ta frequency W , wave-vector 
direction 1<.", and branch J- to which it belonga, i. e. 

{k) j. J =- {w)k ) j. } • So the integration over the wave 
vector ~' in colliaion integral ia reduced merely to the in
tegration over the aolid angle ~I == º (t I) • 

Let us now define the averaged value of the distribution func
tion according to the formula 

1 ( rLQ (CJ>/" )3 N ~ -c NCCOji» ==-STJ~:n:- íCCkJ) (<..JkJrt) 
(J) 

where CJ> ia the Debye velocity g1ven as uaual by 

- ~ = 1 ( J º -3 ~ ) 
(1) - 37 J 'iTl: C (kó - (4) 

From the fact just mentioned that the number of phonons with a gi 
ven energy ~~ is conserv~d it follows that () ia constant 
in time 

<, N(~;t» = <Nccuji==O» =:: NCW) =- conatsnt • (5) 
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It meana that a Ll, phonona of' energy -tí" v..:> relax towaxda 
their average va Lue NCw) , and s o we are looking for -a devi

ation from N(L:) defined aa 

" Á 

Ncw)1"lCwkJ;t) ::::NC(;)kJi t ) {6 ) 

since t~e phonon frequency is a constant of motion and appeara only 
as a fixed parameter, it will be omitted thereafter • 

3. Symmetry of the c011ision integral 

Aa we have alreaày mentioned, the ana1yti~al eolution of PBE 
dependa on the symmetry of a system becaua~ the form of the col1i
aion integral iaaymmetry-dependent. To aee thia, let ue first con
sider the collision-out term of PBE. The factor in front of 
N ( k cf j t ) on the r1ght-hand side of Eq. (1 ), uaually called the 
colliaion rate or the reciprocal of the collision time, can be written 

for long-wave phonona ae followa 
.... " 1\ 2..

vek L) = ~ W4 2: rdS2!c-3crJ/)(êékJ). eckJ.f)) 
<J ~ J' j 'IV '(7) 

Spatíal aniBotropy of t~e colliBion rate ie due to ita àepen
dence on polarization vectora. The right-hand aids of Eq.(3) containa 

the following tensor 

) I r/( CD)~" " == i _~LJ_L --~ -:>11 -I (f"'I' 3 f, 't'ir C c ~/J-') e: (k d ) Y, CkJ ) ) 
(8 ) 

whoae trace ia normalized to unity. A similar tensor appeara in
 
the collision-out texm of (1.) but now it includea the diatribution
 

function
 

( dQ.'f- C' . '? A " 

çf'(t)" t~ J '111 \ccf!d'») e,,/k
A 

J') Sikd') '11-(kJ'i t) 
(9 ) 

The tensor (9) ia tracelea8 du~ to (6). Tbe number of nonvaniahing 
tensor components of f and ~ 6 dependa on the eymmetry of 

~f ~(
 

the phonon ayst~m.
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3.1. Cubic eymmetry 

For the elaetic continuum having the cubic symmetry the teneor 
(8) is proport~onal to the unit matrix and the teneor (9) eimply
 
vaniehee
 

,fO(j3 = t 600 ~(-t)=O 
(10 ) 

. ~By ineerting the first of Eqs.(10) int~ (7) we find only one colli 
sion rata common for alI directione ~ and branchee J 
given by /5/ 

--i> " -Y(kJ) ~. c0~ -vC~ L C 3 (11)'» 
Thus we come to the conclueion that the epatial ie~tropy characte
rizes the ecattering of acouatic 10ng-wavelength phonone by .maes 
defects in cubic crystala. 

3.2. Tetragonal aymmetry 

In thie caae the matrix (8) ie diagonal with three nonvaniahing 

elemente fx)C = f and f ~t ' where we bave taken the 
fourfold axie alon~~the a-axf.s , Becauee, in general, fxx f=. fi!e 
we ahould, in addition to the Debye velocity, introduce another cone

tant, eay f~~ . Hav~ng noticed that fl(x=f'<J~==--t(i-f~t) 
we can rewrite the collision rate (7) in a more convenient form /7/ 

~ 3 ~ ~ 1VC
A 

kj) := \lc r+ 2. [ 1+ ( r - i ) ~ t:.C
" 

kd)J > 

(12 ) 
where we have introduced the anieotropy parameter r defined 
ae 

r fzc I fxx (13 ) 

It means that for a symmetry lower than cubic the colliaion rate 
ie spatially anisotropic. The aniaotropy comes from the dependence 
of the z-eomponent of tbe polarization vector on the direction t 
and ia different for different modea J . For cryatals witb the 
cubic eymmetry ae well as for isotropic media fWK = f~~ . and 
r= i ,ao we return to the ~eault (11) as 1t should be. 
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A more important consequence of lowering of: symmetry ia- that 
the tensor F~~ haa nonzero components. For the elastic 
continuurn of tetragonal symmetry the nonvanishing components(i.e. 

Fl(x = F~~ and Fl.l ) are connected with each other for 
the tensor is traceless. So we may cho oae one of the componente ,. 
say F2: c ,and. denote it, for brevity, by pc 

P(t ) =- F r ( f) == - F;x ({ } := - ~ ~( t) f o.
l 

(14 } 

Ae a result o~ (14) the PBE for a phonon system with tetragonal 
symmetry preserves ita form frf integro-differential equation • 

3.3. Hexagonal symmetry 

AlI reeulte of the previous aection are also valid for the 
aniBotropic continuum of hexagonal symmetry. But here additional 
simplificationa take place. The z-component of the polarization 
vector ~f pure transverse phonona, J = I' , vaniehes for 
any k by definition (eee /'8/). As a result, equation (12) 

for this mode ie reduced to /7/ 

=~"VV-r r-+2. c. 
(15 ) 

It means that V is ieotropic and differs from the cubic caeeT 
(11) oply by a factor which tends to unity when r approa~hes 1. 

For quasilongitudinal and quasitranaverse modes the formula (12) 
is still valid but now with e~ depending only on k ~ and 
j /7/ • Simplifications just mentioned appear as a reault of the 
symmetry. Namely, the anisotropic continuum of hexagonal symmetry 
ie transvereally isotropic /8/. Having this we are able to calcula
te the anisotropy parameter r for alI hexagonal crystals for 
which elastic conatants are known (Table). It is alao easy to 
analyse the spatial anisotropy of the scattering rate (12). In the 
Figure two cases are presented: licp helium-4 c~Y6tal for which r<:1 
and hcp zinc wi th r > i . For further analyeis i t is impor
tant to note tbat for i. f. 'T' the 8cattering rata changea monoto

~ o Â 

n ca Ll.y wi th k ~ and r-eachea extremum a t k e = O •í 
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..)!kzj)/VJ	 Fig.1. Relative value of the phonon 
sca~teTing rate of two hcp crYptals: 
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4. Exact eolutione of the	 phonon Boltzmann equation 

As we have juet ehown, the eymmetry Df the system determines 
the final form Df PBE. Now we are able to show how the eolution of 
PBE depends both on a symmetry of a crystal iteelf and on a aymmetry 
of a disturbance. 

4.1. Relaxation in crystals of cubic eymmetry 

Let us first coneider such a disturbance of the phonon distri 
bution whlch doee not lower its cubic symmetry. For thia case the 
tensor (9) vanishes, ~~ (1:: ) == O • This esaentially simplifies 
the colliBion integral, and PBE ia reduced to /9/ 

d ~Cà1: -+ 'Yc ) 11.. ( k j )t)	 = O (16 ) 

Thus, in this case the exact solution of PBE ia 

~ ~.. - t Yc.
 
')1.( kJ;t) =- 1~(kJjt=o) e

(17 ) 

In the general case equation of the form (16) is aasumed in the
 
relaxation time approximation (RTA) /6/, where the colliaion in

tegrall is changed to vc ' 1"1.(-çJ j t )
 

As a next example let ua consider a crystal of cubic aymmetry 
witb such a disturbance of the phonon distribution function which 

lowera its eymmetry to tetragonal. It can be realized by generation 
of homogeneouB flows of phonone propagating in parallel with one 
Df a fourfold axis (aay, z-axis). The tenaor F~~ containing 

aucb dieturbed diatribution functiun ahould 
eymmetry (see Eq.(14). 1t means, that PBE 
of integro-differential equation 

d ~ '3 2. ~ (di + Yc. ) 11..( kJ'; t-) -= ~ Yc (3 e~(kJ) 

reflect the tetragonal 
preaervea now the forro 

r:-')i) r ( -t . 
(18 ) 

I)	 
2. ~ 

Multiplying botb sides Df (18) by ei;- ( \c À) . and averaging them 
according to the definition (9) we obtain the equation determining 

the integral term 

( {t + -(1 - ~c )- P(t) ::: Oo( ) 

(19 ) 

Its solution decays exponentially 

cP(t-) = PlO) e - t ( 1- o( ) Y
(20 ) 

The parameter o( will be defined later on. Substitution· of 
(20) into (18) givea us the final' result in the form 

~k .) r I ) - +«.
1!L( Jj-t = t\.,("d j 1; ::' O e 

(21 ) 

.L)" -t(1-o()Vc. - -t Vc. 
+.1 FC 1.'=-'2 (3 eLCki)- 1)Ce	 e. ) . 

2. o< i Q 

The firat term on the righ;-hand side of (21) ia nothing but the 
result usually obtained from RTA. The aecond term comea out aa a 
conaequence Df the exact treatment of the colliaion-in part of the 
collieion integral. Let us firat note that thie part Df the aolution 
vaniahea for aorne directiona in the ~ -apace, namely, for thoae 
which fulfil the condition e~ (\;j ) -= "'13 • For any other 
phonons the time evolution'ofthe diatribution function ia deecribed 
by two relaxation times. In addi tion to 't c. == -1/Vc. a new re
laxation time appears 

-1	 .1 
L * == y*" == (1 - o( ) Vc ) 

(22 ) 
wi~h the parameter o< given -by 

;]
 o<:=l(3f -f)
- 2.. ~1!c-~ l-e-	 • (23 ) 
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The symmetric tensor of the fourtl1 rank t to(/~ ~r Ls defined 
The integro-differential e~uation (25) can alao be treated exactly.in the same way as (8} but wi th four polarization-vector componente 
The discusaion ean be made more eimple by traneforming (25) into ~instead Df two. It follows fro~ the definition Df oC that for the 

crystals of' cubie symmetry 1/9 ..:::: f H ~ ~ <::: 1/3 or,. equivalently t 
O ~ e>'. < 1. Tbe inequali ty oc. -c 1 quaranteee toe atabi
lity of' the eolutio-na (20) arid (;?1}. Poeitivity of Q( leads to 
tne foilowíng inequãity 

'L* > r. 
(24 ) 

We can conclude from (21) and (24) that the disturbance lowering 
the symmetry of the phonon distribution leads t~ elongation of the 
asymptotic relaxatíon time. 

It is worth to eonsider, as an example, such a disturbance 
which doea not change the distribution Df some· pbonons whereas th& 
symmetry of the dí.at r í.but áon functions of any other phonona ia 
10wered from, say, eubic to tetragonal. In other words t the initial 
condition for theae undisturbed phonona ia given by 

11..(k J i t=- O) =- O • Such phonona cannot be deaeribed in the 
framework Df the relaxation time approximation. However, within 
our description the1r diatribution function ia given by the aecond 
term on the right-hand aide cf (21). As a function Df time it starta 
to grow from- zero t reachea i ts extremum at te" = - ('t'C:/o<) k (1- O() 

whicb ia of the order of Te t and its aaymptotical behaviour 
ia determined by the (longer) relaxation time 'Cl'

1et UB finally notice that the resulta juat obtained r~mein 

alao va Lí d for ah isotropic elaetic medium (inatead of the cubic 
one) with the initial distribution function Df the axial aymmetry. 
In thia aimpleat case using only eymmetry argumenta we get 

= 1/5 ao that 'ex. = 2/5 and 'L.... = -fr'c... . 
iH~~:e ~ <Jf 

4.2. Relaxation in crystela Df tetragonal aymmetry 

Aa we have ahown in Section 3.2, in a cryatal of a aymmetry 
lower than cubic the collision rate ia anisotropic. If we d1aturb 
the phonon distribution in Bueh a cryatal we ahall obtain that 
F (t) 1=- O • So t in the caae or elaatic continuum of tetragonal 

aymmetry the relaxation of tbe disturbance which doea not lower the 
initial aymmetry ia governed by PBE having the form 

(~t + »ct J)) lVl (rJ;t) =: t)?c. (3 e.~ (td) - .i) F(-t ) 
(25 ) 

8 

double-integral equation Df the form ~ 

.;. ~. -tvek· ) 
) 11.(kJ>t-) -= 'l1.(k J ; t =o) e ~J 

f' (26 )+ 1V (3 e~(tj )-1) S+e-Ct-t'JYCkj) FC-t') dt' . c 
C)/1 Now we ahould find an equation determining the unknown integral

\ 
~(t) . As in the previous aeetion, we ean get it easily by subati
tution Df (26) into the definition (9). We havei 

I t

Pc+) '= ')ci:) T ~ 1<(-I: - -l:') F'(i I )
 

O 

where, for brevitYt we have d~noted ~he new 

-Vc (dS{(~Y 2..~' 2. ~ )1<(t) = 2'fj lt1rk(rJ)j e-2 l kd )(3e i CkJ) - 1 

and the inhomogeneous term by 

, _ f J& f. CD_)1 ~ "~-1 "I
~(-t)=~rJ~lIl~J) e-2(kd)tL(kJ;t~o) e. • (29) 

In thia way we have redueed tbe PBE to a aet Df ~wo inhomogeneous 
Volterra integral equationa of the aeeond kind with kernela depending 
only on the differenee of argumenta. Thua t .equat í on (27) ia Bimply 
an integrat equation Df the convolution type. The solution Df (27) 
ean be put in the atandard form /10/ 

FC+) .sc-b +)t Rd-t') 3d /) H 1 

(JO) 
with the resolvent RCi:) given aa the inverse Laplace 
transform 

RCi:-) 
€.-+ too 

J ~~~ 
r-;»

k (e) 

1- k Cc) 

e c-t 

~-too (J1 ) 

9 

dti 
(27 ) 

integral kernel by 

-ivet'J) 
e 

) 

(28) 

- -t: v(rJ ) 



." 
I
 

I
 

i. 

Here R' ( ~) La the Laplace trana'form of tbe kernel \< ( t)
 
Moreover, let us note tbat r:I C1- ~) ae a function of the
 
complex variable ia analytic in the neighbourhood Df zero including
 

the po í.rrt tl=O at which i't vanishes. Th.e 1ast two statements:in aoccrdance 

with the theorem presented in /11/ guarantee the exiatence Df the 
inverse Laplace transform (31). Equations (26)-(31) give the general 
aolution Df PBE (25). We note that the resolvent (31) depends only 
on analytical propertiea Df the Laplace transform Df the kernel 
.' Kc.~ ) and not on initial condi t í.ons , The alow relaxation time 
ia g ívan by this value of' t at which í< (l: ) = -1 • The 
last eondition ia fully determined by internaI phonon charaeteristics 
Df a given cryatal sample: sound velocities, polarization veetora, 
and collis1oo rates. 

Let us note that the general solution (26)-01)has exactly the
 
same form also for a hexagonal symmetry and therefore we shall pre

s~nt a detailed d1scussion of (26)-(31) in the next section.
 

4.3. Relaxation in crystals Df hexagonal symmetry 

The elastic continuum Df hexagonal aymmetry is the only anisDt
ropie medium for whicb the Chr1stoffel eqúafion can be"solved analy .o' 

tically, and formulae for sound velocities and polarization vectors 
Dan be written down in an explicit form/B,7/.lience,we can determine the 

value Df the anisotropy parameter r (13) and tbe behaviour Df 
relaxation rates (12) and (15) as functions Df the WBVe vector and 
branch indexo Having these We can study analytical properties Df 
the Laplace transform Df the resolvent (31). The eingularities Df it 
in the complex z-plane are the following: 

(a) A cut along the spectrum of co Ll í.a í.on rate, l. = - V( k , J) , z 
i. e., from 2. = - V'f' to 2: = - r v'" ,due to the integral of the
 
Cauchy-type in K (e)
 

(b) An isolated pole locatcd at a point c = - v* at which 

K( ~) := 1. • It is important to und erline tba t O < V,* <.: Vrr 
for [' > 1. or O -: V*, < r V'T' for r .: 1 . To see tbis, 
let ua 

for 
for r 
r > i 

and 

recall that y ( k~ , j ) ie a mo~otonic function of k c 

J-F T (see the Figure) and ao k ( ~ ) ia also monotonic 
= x > J\M ~x i - V , - r VT J • Next, we ehould che~ that for JT 

the following inequali tias take place: K (o) < -1 
k (- "V ) > i ~ (for r <: 1 instead of tbe latter inequT 

ali ty we have' k C-- r v ) = -+ )DO r 
As a coneequence of the above set of' singulari ties, 1< (t..) 

10 

consiste Df two contributiona: firat contribution comes írom tbe 
• integral along the cut and the second one originatea from the
 

pole at
 2 = - 0* 

- 1: V* 'ti ( dS2. ( CD )3 2. "" • C 2. Â, 1).
'RCi) = a.*e 1- -t'"2jJ ltlr CCkõlp e~(k~J) 3e~ck~J)-

/'...,J '" \-2 _-tvCki!J)· / k' (- ve k~j) -t l, O) e, ) (2) 

where 
li.* = ~ (:e +V"..)/(1- kC~») . 

" ~~-v*, 

We get the eolution Df PBE (25) by subatituting the reaolvent 
(2) into (0) and then F(t ) into (26). The final solution for 

the phonon distribution function qonsista, in general, Df three terms: 
(i) a RTA-like term proportional to exp í - t OCkaJ >1 
(ii) the integral along th~cut leading to exponential decay witb
 
the effective deeay time being between V V and 1/ r 'V T


T 
i. e. within the epectrum o f 't' (kl'-J ) := Y V ( k J) ; and (íii)r
 
a qualitatively new term decaying exponentially with a new relaxa

tion time 'Llt'= -1!v* > -1/"T for r > i or 'l\"- > 'VrvT for
 

r < i. Humerical values presented in the Table show that
 
"(~ is a few times aa large as '"('T'
 

Table. Anisotropy parameter r and the ratio Df the relaxation 
time 'Cif' to r( 'T' for cryetals Df hexagonal symmetry 

r 
(fi (-rT 

r 
1... /-r,. 

Be C Cd lif He4 H Mg2 
0.847 51.46 2.117 0.920 0.647 0.821 0.945 
2.8 11.1 2.6 3.3 5.3 6.7 3.57 

Re Ti Tl Y Zn Zr 

0.924 0.849 0.385 0.965 2.215 0.997 
4.2 3.7 3.66.2 2.1 3.8 

For t::>';> 'L 'f' relaxation is dominated by the term (iii) which 
has the form 

• I '3 
2. 1\ r~C!:> )

tYC~1t"(?:>ec(k~d)-1)7 J ljlf\.C(k~J) 
ll\l, "I 

e •(k";j 1'\1;.( kTi j t ~ o) 
\) V: - V( k.~ J' 

. 
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t ~ -, ,
'( 
I
 

I' I _-e v*" ;-A: y( ki! I) -1: y(kf~11 ) - tvct~J»)	 Ie <J - ee -e,	 \{J 

•( Vff--y(t:~~) Y('k~~f ) - vCk~d) · 03 ) 

ILet ns note that the new relaxation time ~~ ia tbe same for alI 
-4-> •	 •~ and d • The only exceptions are those wave vectors which 
fulfl1 the condi.tion "3 e 2. (k~ ~ ) =o i " With the last conditione j
the terms (li) and (iii) vanish (see (26». The corresponding modes 

dé~ay exponentially wi th a decaying time exactly equ~l to ~e..
(Eq.(11) but with Cp taken for cryatala of hexagonal sy.mmetry). 
For tbe case of hexagonal symmetry the wave vectors of these modes 1 
form two cones, one for a longitudinal mode, the other for a slow 
transverse mode. Let us add that for. some crystals the cone for ~he 
latter mode intersects the surface of conatant energy almost at the 
same points as the cone of collinear points does. For example for hcp 

the corresponding angles are equal 44 0 and 48°, respectively,and4He 
for hcp ZnJ7° and )6

0 
, respectively. 
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TIeTpy 3.K. EI7-87-236 
AHH30TponHH penaKca~HH aKYCTHqeCKHX ~OHOHOB, 

pacceHHHWX H30TOnHqeCKHMH npHMeCHMH 

,UrUI crryxaa npOCTpaHCTBeHHo-op,HOpOp,HbIX CHCTeM nonyxensr 
TOqHble pemeuaa ~OHOHHoro ypaBHeHHH Borrsuxanna , onacuaaiome-: 
ro p erraxcaumo aKYCTHQeCKHX cPOHOHOB, pacceaaasrx °H30TOIIHqeC-
KHMH npHMeCHMH. PemeHHH OKa3bIBalOTCH 3aBHCHlIUiMH OT CHMMeT
pHH CHCTeMbI. EcnH CHMMeTpHH KpHCTanTIA HTIH CHMMeTpHH HepaB
HOBeCHoro pacnpegeneHHH cPOHOHOB HH~e KYõHqeCKOH, Torga 
3cPlPeI<:THBHOe BpeMH penaKca~HH Y,IJ;TIHHHeTCH no cpaBHeHHIO c Be
TIHqHHOA, nonyqeHHOH B,TaK Ha3bIBaeMOM, npHõnH~eHHH BpeMeHH 
peJIaKCa~HH. 

PaGoT8 BwnonHeHa B naõopaTopHH TeOpeTHqeCKOH cPH3HKH 
OIDUI. 

Ilpenpmrr 06'hC,ltIUICHHOro HHCTHTYTa anepasrx accnenoaaaaã. ,lly6H8 1987 

Petru Z.K. EI7-87-236 
Anisotropy of Relaxation of Acoustic 
Phonons Scattered by Isotopic Impurities 

Exact solutions of the phonon Bo]tzmann equation descri 
bing relaxation of acous t í c phonons sca t t.e r ed by isotopic 
impurities are found for the case of spatially homogeneous 
systems. The solutions depend on the symmetry of the sys
tem. lf the syrrnnetry of a crystal or the synnnetry of the 
disturbed phonon distribution function is lower than cubic 
the effective relaxation time is elongated as compared to 
the value obtained within the relaxatioq-time approxima
tion. This n~w relaxation time is strongly direction-de
pendente 

The investigation has been performed at the Laborátory 
of Theo:c.etical Phy.sics .TINR.
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